
At the Lloyd, our roots (or mycorrhiza, if you will) go deep. Library co-
founder Curtis Gates Lloyd is best known for his tireless study of fungi from
collecting and photographing specimens to publishing multiple works on the
topic. His personal research formed the foundation for the Lloyd's extensive
collections on fungi dating back to the 1600s. Curtis even commissioned a
series of artwork on mushrooms that accurately captured his life's passion.
His contributions to the field of mycology live on not just at the Lloyd, but in
the home of his dried specimens at the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
National Fungus Collections in Maryland.

Negotiating the Fungus Fad: Gender
and Mycological Work in the Era of
Professionalization

When: Wednesday, September 22, 7-8 p.m.
Where: Virtual Lecture

Mushrooms are hot today, but did you
know they also were 100 years ago? Join
Curtis Gates Lloyd Fellow, Madeline DeDe-
Panken as she investigates the gendered dimensions between the scholarly
mycological community and those engaged in the little-remembered cultural
"fungus fad," which brought mushrooms to the forefront of popular culinary
practice and scientific study. Through the investigation of Curtis Cates
Lloyd's correspondences, DeDe-Panken uncovers fascinating insights that
inform her work and provide a unique window into this period. Registration
Required.

An influential scientist, Gulielma Lister,
has attracted renewed attention.
Although largely self-educated, she
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https://www.ars.usda.gov/northeast-area/beltsville-md-barc/beltsville-agricultural-research-center/mycology-and-nematology-genetic-diversity-and-biology-laboratory/docs/us-national-fungus-collections-bpi/us-national-fungus-collections-specimen-origins/
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_AcDSRZ3ySA2Pb_a4vo0PJQ
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https://www.redbubble.com/shop/ap/77317223


became an international authority on
fungi-like organisms. Considered the
"queen of slime molds," she contributed
both research and stunning illustrations
(example pictured) to the 1911 and 1925
editions of A Monograph of the
Mycetozoa held in the Lloyd's collections.
A pioneer in many ways, Lister was
among the first women Fellows of the
Linnean Society and a founding member

of the British Mycological Society. BBC History Magazine features a fitting
tribute to Gulielma Lister here.

Mushrooms Abound in Lloyd Gift Shop

Fungi keeps growing in our gift shops!
Our online Redbubble shop has fun
designs on aprons, travel mugs and more!
View the collection and scroll down to
see the full range of products with
mushroom motifs. At the Lloyd, check
out our on-site gift shop for fungi prints
on notecards and coasters. All images are
from illustrations found in our
collections.

Our newest exhibit Flourish is open now!
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Stay Connected

         

Come visit us this Saturday!
The Lloyd will be open Saturday, September 18 from 9-4
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